
 YCJP MARCH 21 BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES 

 Call to Order  : 1904 
 Pledge of Allegiance 
 Opening Prayer: David Brandfass 
 Announcements: 

 SARCON dates: May 2-4 (corrected date: May 3-5), 2024, Heber Arizona.  Sign up online. 
 Steve Reinhart to be teaching Caltopo. 

 Volunteer appreciation night has been moved to May 23rd.  Sign up on VR and email 
 Dennyse Loll with intent to attend. Email to be forwarded regarding instructions. 
 Treasurer: 

 Savings: $68,791.89 
 Checking: $39,221.23 
 Total in the bank: $108,013.12 
 No budget has been set up.  Captain Ron Jakola states $13,000 was a basic budget from 

 when he was on the Board of Directors. 
 Operations: Mark Langfelder 

 Reiterating, Be professional, have fun, and pay attention to detail. 
 Wants team members to think about why they are a member and start participating in 

 training, meetings, and missions. 
 Handed out new business cards to hand out to those in the community who may be 

 interested in the team.  Mel Frisbie’s idea. 
 Adam Hansen retired and is now a member of the Verde SAR team. He is a volunteer 

 reserve officer. 
 Matt Barton now on Forest Patrol. 
 Evidence search in Peach Springs was well attended, with 11 team members showing up.  2 

 40 acre parcels were covered in two passes.  A few highly suspect spots were marked to be 
 inspected more thoroughly.  The teams were looking for evidence in 4 year old cold case. 
 Mojave county requested the help.  The dog team complimented the Jeep Posse for their 
 straight lines in the line search. 

 Mission looking for lost elderly dementia gentleman was located in Ashfork by YCSRT. 
 Some team members are interested in adding drones to the team assets.  Some members 

 have met and are in the process of training.  Once trained, will talk with YCSO to see about 
 adding drones to searches. 

 The injury that occurred by a team member followed procedures for reporting. 
 Question asked about the team being called out for “tire change” calls.  We respond at the 

 deputies discretion. 
 As a reminder, we do not deal with the vehicle, only the subject.  It is a liability to YCSO and 

 the Jeep Posse. 
 Purchase of Startlink was approved by the Board of Directors. It will be purchased and 

 instructions for use to be added to the FCV operation manual. 
 Logistics:  John Johnson 

 Team members are invited to a thank you party hosted by the Alzheimer's Walk foundation. 
 April 3rd, 1700-1900, located at the Chamber of Commerce, Prescott Valley, off of Pav Rd. 



 There were two requests by Findley for concessions; only two team members volunteered. 
 The request was turned down.   This is a big fundraiser for the team. 
 Game and Fish: Chip Ziegler 

 Sign up calendar can be found on the JP website. Team members can adopt a site. For 
 newbies, sign up with someone who has done it before.  1st two vehicles that have signed up 
 can be reimbursed for fuel. 
 Dennyse Loll: 

 Grant purchasing  agreement signed last month needed to be resigned due to formatting.  We 
 are now able to start the purchasing process. 
 Training: Steve Reinhart 

 February training was classroom training and a mock grid line. 
 March training will be a mock fire evacuation. Team and FCV will be deployed to Yavapai 

 Hills neighborhood and interact with the community. Meet at the Posse House for instructions. 
 Use the default fire evac map on Caltopo. Try for 100% accuracy when using the app.  Will be 
 using blue tape. 

 Basin Ops will be April 5th and 6th. 
 Board of Directors: Mark Richardson 

 The new Board is active. Wanting to eliminate any carryover from the year before. 
 YARC and the Jeep Posse have finalized the MOU. 
 Gene and Mark are working on shirts.  Will use the same star on hat, with SAR over star. 

 Test shirts for 8 volunteers will be ready soon. 
 Working on a way for team members who are not ASARCA qualified to still participate on 

 missions. 
 Communications: Jeff Peabody 

 Weekly check on FCV and it is mission ready. 
 Email from Patrick Brown, Southern Unit, stating digipeater is down. Also working with 

 Patrick and APRS. 
 Wants to replace the FCV phone. 

 New Business: 
 Training Saturday. 
 May 18th, Stop the Bleed 
 Nav class March 30th.  Need to recertify every three years. 
 At firefighter academy for FOBS, Fire ICS stated Jeep Posse does an incredible job with 

 evacuations. 
 Dennyse Loll stating fingerprints need to tone it down for the Civil Department which is now 

 located next to the lobby.  The window to the department lets in noise.  She has an electronic 
 fingerprinting device and is figuring out how the fingerprint team can use it.  Dennyse and Chris 
 Emmons will get together and talk.  There may be a price increase for fingerprinting. 
 Motion to approve February meeting minutes: 

 Scott Douglas first, John Johnson second, all approved. 
 Closing Prayer: David Brandfass 
 Motion to adjourn: 

 Unknown first, John Johnson second, all approved 
 Meeting adjourned:  1031 



 Meeting minutes respectfully submitted by: 
 Christine Emmons 2002 
 Secretary 


